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BY

ELLEN E. REED

Abstract. Gagrat, Naimpally, and Thron together have shown that sep-

arated Lodato proximities yield 7",-compactifications, and conversely. This

correspondence is not 1-1, since nonequivalent compactifications can in-
duce the same proximity. Herrlich has shown that if the concept of proxim-

ity is replaced by that of nearness then all principal (or strict) 7",-extensions
can be accounted for. (In general there are many nearnesses compatible
with a given proximity.) In this paper we obtain a 1-1 correspondence
between principal 7",-extensions and cluster-generated nearnesses. This spe-

cializes to a 1-1 match between principal Trcompactifications and contigua!

nearnesses.

These results are utilized to obtain a 1-1 correspondence between Lodato
proximities and a subclass of T,-compactifications. Each proximity has a

largest compatible nearness, which is contigua! The extension induced by

this nearness is the construction of Gagrat and Naimpally and is char-
acterized by the property that the dual of each clan converges. Hence we
obtain a 1-1 match between Lodato proximities and clan-complete principal
r,-compactifications. When restricted to ¿/-proximities, this correspon-

dence yields the usual map between r2-compactifications and ¿/'-proximi-
ties.

0. Notation. Let t$ and ® be families of subsets of a topological space X.

Let X be a collection of families of subsets of X, and let A c X.

(1) & < $ iff each set in ® contains a set in &;

(2) & V ® - {A U B: A E â and B E ®};

(3)cx(A)-{xEX:{A,{x))EX);
(4)c„(&)-{cx(A):AEa);
(5) A   is the topological closure of A ;

(6)<r ~{A~:A efi).

1. Nearnesses and extensions.

A. Obtaining nearnesses from extensions. In this part we will develop a map

Tr from the r,-extensions of a topological space to its compatible nearnesses.
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The main result states that principal r,-extensions give rise (under Tr) to

cluster-generated compatible Lodato nearnesses.

1.1 Definition. A nearness on a set A!" is a collection v of families of subsets

of X such that

(Nl) n&^0=*&Ev,
(N2) If & E v and & < $ then © G v;

(N3) If 6B V ® e v then & G v or % E v;
(N4) If & E v then 061
1.2 Definition. A gr/7/ on a set A' is any family § of subsets of X satisfying

{G1)A G S and A cB=>B G S;
(G2)yí U G G g =>yl G S or5 G g;

(G3)0gg.
1.3 Remark. A grill is simply any union of ultrafilters. For more back-

ground, see Thron [9].

1.4 Definition. Let v be a nearness on a set X.

a. A v-clan is a grill which is a member of v.

b. A v-bunch is a v-clan a satisfying

A~ Eo=>A G a.

c. A v-cluster is a maximal element of v.

1.5 Definitions-kinds of nearnesses. Let v be a nearness on a set X and

let 5" be a topology on X.

a. v is compatible with 9" iff c, is the closure operator determined by 5"; i.e.

c,{A) - A- for A cX.
b. j» is Lodato if f & G y whenever c,(£E) G p.
c. Let x C v. We say v is x-generated iff every member of v is contained in

a member of x- In particular then v is c/«ift?r-generated iff each member of v

is contained in a r-cluster.

1.6 Proposition. Let v be a Lodato nearness on a set X. For S c ^{X),

define

blS, = (A c X: c,A E &}.

Then

(1) if o is a v-clan then ba is a v-bunch containing a;

(2) every maximal v-clan is a v-bunch.

Proof. (1) Let a be a p-clan. Since v is Lodato, we have that cr is a

Kuratowski closure operator. Clearly then bo is a grill. Note c,bo c o c bo.

Since a G v, we have cpbo E v. But v is Lodato so bo E v. Thus bo is a p-clan

containing a. Since c, is idempotent, bo is a bunch.

(2) Now let p be a maximal r-clan. Then by (1), AM is a v-bunch containing

p. Since p is maximal, èp = p, and so p is a v-bunch.   □
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1.7 Proposition. For any nearness v, a v-cluster is a maximal v-clan. Ifvis

cluster-generated, then every maximal v-clan is a v-cluster.

Proof. Let v be a nearness. Then every v-cluster is a grill. This follows

readily from the nearness axioms. Therefore each v-cluster is a maximal

v-clan. (See Gagrat and Thron [4].)

Assume now that v is cluster-generated. Let o be a maximal v-clan. Choose

a v-cluster 911 such that o c 9H. Then by the above remark, 9IL is a v-clan,

and so 9IL - o.   Q

The next theorem sets up a map Tr from ^-extensions of a space X to

bunch-generated Lodato nearnesses compatible with X. It is similar to a

result of Bentley [2] which reaches the same conclusion under a slightly

weaker hypothesis [2, Theorems 2.8 and 3.6]. The proof is given here for

convenience.

1.8 Theorem. Let k = (e, Y) be a Tx-extension of a topological space X. Let

Tr(K) - v, = {& : fl e(&)~ * 0}.

Then vK is a bunch-generated Lodato nearness compatible with the topology on

X.

Proof. Clearly (Nl), (N2), and (N4) hold. Now suppose & V ® Ec, with

& g vK. Let 6 = â V ®. We claim n e(ßy C D e(<& )".

Lety E n e(Q)~. Since & j2 vK, choose^ E â such thaty g e(A)~. Now

let B E %. Then y E e(A u B)~ - e(A)~ u e(B)~. Thus, y E e(B)'t as
desired.

To see that vK is compatible with the topology on X, note that for A c X
we have

e(A~) - e(A)~c\e(X).

Therefore x E A ~ «=> e(x) E e(^)~ =» {e(x)}~ n e(i4)~ ^ 0 «* {{x}, A)

E vK. We obtain the missing implication from the fact that Y is Tv

By virtue of the continuity of e we have e(A)~ - e(A "")"", foryl c A". This

is sufficient to establish that vK is Lodato.

Finally, we claim that vK is bunch-generated. For y E Y let r(y) = {A c

X:y E e(A)~). Note if y E ("1 e(t$)- then cî c r(y). Thus every member of
vK is a subset of some r(y). From definitions it is easy to see that T(y) is a

»•„-clan. Since e(A)~ = e(A ~)~ we have that T(y) is a v,-bunch. Hence vK is
bunch-generated.   □

For completeness we will show that equivalent extensions induce the same

nearness, so that Tr is defined on equivalence classes of 7,-extensions.

1.9 Lemma, //k, and k2 are equivalent extensions of a space X then v. « v_.
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Proof. Say k¡ = (<?,-, Y,) and /: Yx -» Y2 is an equivalence between k, and

k2. Let g = /"'. Then for A c X we have e2(^4)" = f{ex{A)~) and similarly

e,(i4)~ = g{e2{A)~). From this it is easy to see that vK¡ — vKi.   Q

Next we will show that in the case of a principal r,-extension the associated

nearness is c/aster-generated. In fact in this case the trace of each point of the

extension is a cluster; and the set of all these traces generates the nearness.

To proceed, we will develop several characterizations of a principal exten-

sion.

1.10 Définitions and notation. Let k = {e, Y) be an extension of a space

X.
(a) For y E Y the trace of y in X is t( y) = [A c X: y E e{A)~ }.

(b) For G an open set in Y, G+ = { y G Y: e~\G) G e~l(%y)}.

1.11 Theorem. Let k =* (e, Y) be an extension of a space X. The following

conditions are equivalent:

(1) {e(A)~: A c X) is a base for the closed sets of Y;

(2) { G + : G is open in Y) is a base for the open sets of Y.

Proof. The proof follows from the following facts.

(i) If G is open in Y then G + is open in Y.

(ii) If G is open in Y then Y \ G * = ee~ \X \ G)~.

(in) For A c X, and G = Y \ e{A)~ we have G = G +.   D
1.12 Definition. An extension is principal, or strict, iff it satisfies one of the

conditions of the preceding theorem.

Note that these are the same as the strict extensions of Banaschewski [1]

and the principal extensions of Thron [8].

1.13 Lemma. Let k = {e, Y) be a principal extension of a space X.

(1) Ift{y) C r{z) then % c %, for ally, z in Y;

(2) // Y is Tx then each r{y) is a vK-cluster.

Proof. (1) If r{y) c r{z) then 91, c %.

Let G be open in Y with z E G. Then z G Y \ G. Since k is a principal

extension, there is a set A c X such that Y\G c e{A)~ and z G e{A)~.

Thus A G r{z) and so A G r{y). From this we obtain v EY\ e{A)~ c G.

(2) If y is a 7,-space then each r{y) is a vK-cluster.

Note r{y) E vK since y G Der{y)~. Now let A c X and suppose â =

r{y) U (A) is in vK. We wish to show A E r{y). Let z G fl e{<£)~. Then

r(y) c t(z) and so by (1) we obtain %z c %,. Since y is r„ z = y and so

t(z) = t( y). Note ^ G t(z) since & c t(z). Thus A E r{y) as desired.   □

1.14 Theorem. If <**{e, Y) is a principal Tx-extension of a space X then vK

is a cluster-generated compatible Lodato nearness on X.
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Proof. From Theorem 1.8 we know that vK is a compatible Lodato

nearness on X. From the preceding lemma we have that each r(y) is a

vK-cluster. Since each member of vK is contained in some T(y) we conclude

that vK is cluster-generated.   □

B. Obtaining extensions from nearnesses. In what follows we will construct a

map Ext from the Lodato nearnesses on a space X to extensions of X. The

main result states that if v is a Lodato nearness compatible with a 7,-space X

then Ext(v) is a principal r,-extension of X.

1.15 Construction of Ext. Let v be a Lodato nearness compatible with a

r,-space X. Let Yr be the set of all v-clusters. For A c X, let A ' = {o E Yr:

A E o). Then {A': A is closed in X) is a base for the closed sets of a

topology % on Y,. Let e,(x) = ox - {A c X: x E A "}. We define Ext(v) =

K,-{e^{Y„%)).

In the next theorem we will show that k„ is a principal r,-extension of X.

This theorem is actually a consequence of work of Herrlich [5], but a proof is

given here, for completeness.

1.16 Lemma. Let v be a Lodato nearness compatible with a Tx-space X. Then

for A c X we have

A" = (A-)'=e,(A)-.

In particular then the closed sets of k, are generated by {A ': A c X ).

Proof. Note that each v-cluster is a v-bunch, by Propositions 1.6 and 1.7.

Thus A' = (A "f. Now let a E A '. We wish to show cr E e,(A)~. Let B c X

such that e„(A)c B'. Then A c B~ and so o E (B~)v = 5'. This estab-

lishes o E er(A)~.

Now suppose o E e,(A)~. Then er(A) c A". Since A" is closed, we have

oEA'.   □

1.17 Theorem. Let v be a Lodato nearness compatible with a Tx-space X.

Then k, is a principal Tx-extension ofX.

Proof. (1) e, is an injection from X to Y„.

Clearly each ax is a grill. Since v is Lodato, ax E v. Since v is compatible

with the topology on X, each ox is a maximal element of v. Thus ep: X -» Yr.

Since X is Tx, e, is 1-1.

(2) e, is a dense embedding of X into Y„.

Note that if K is closed in X then e~ l(K") = K. Hence ev is continuous.

Recall that for A c X, A " = e„(A)~ (Lemma 1.16). Hence for K closed we

have

e,(K) = er(K)-ner(X).

This establishes that er: X -» e„(X) is a closed map.
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Finally, eriX) is dense in Yr; for if A' is closed in X and e,{X) c K" then

X-K.
(3) Y, is Tx. Let o G Yp. We claim {a}" = {a}. Let a, G Y, such that

Oi ̂  o. Since a is a v-cluster we have o (Z ox and we choose 5 £o\ffi. Then

Yf \ Sp is a neighborhood of o, which misses {a}.

(4) K, is a principal extension of Ar. This follows easily from the relation

A'-e,{A)--   D
C. Correspondence between nearnesses and extensions. In this section we will

show that Ext and Tr are inverses if we restrict ourselves to cluster-generated

nearnesses and principal extensions. Moreover, these maps yield a 1-1 corre-

spondence between contigual nearnesses and r,-compactifications. More

precisely, Ext restricted to contigual nearnesses is a bijection to the set of

principal r,-compactifications.

1.18 Theorem. If v is a cluster-generated Lodato nearness compatible with a

Tx-space X, then v^ = v.

Proof. Let v' ** vv In general we have v' c v. For let & E v'. Then we

can choose o G fl e,i&)~. From Lemma 1.16 we have ico. Since o G v

we have & E v.

To get that v c v' we will use the fact that v is cluster-generated. Let & E v

and let o be a v-cluster containing &. Then o E D e,i&)~ (Lemma 1.16).

Hence â Ev'.   □

The next theorem is due to Herrlich [5], but a direct proof is given here for

convenience.

1.19 Theorem. If k is a princpal Tx-extension of a space X then k is

equivalent to k, .

Proof. Suppose k = (<?, Y). Recall riy) « [A c X:y E eiA)~). We claim

t gives the desired equivalence.

Let K,m be denoted by k' ■ (e', (Y', Sf). We note first that k' is a principal

r,-extension of X (Theorems 1.8 and 1.17).

(1) t is a bijection from Y to Y'.
Note that each r(y) is a ^-cluster, by Lemma 1.13. Thus r: Y-* Y'. Now

let o be a »»„-cluster. Choose y G f~l «io)~. Clearly then o c riy). Since a is a

maximal element of vK, and riy) G vK, we have o ■» riy). Thus r is a

surjection.

Now suppose riy) ** riz). From Lemma 1.13 it follows that 9lj, — 9L,.

Since Y is Tx, we have y = z. Thus r is an injection.

(2) t is a homeomorphism.

For A c X let A* denote A': Recall that {A*: A c X) is a base for the

closed sets of Y'\ and {eL4)~: i4 c X) is a base for the closed sets of Y.
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The continuity of r follows from the relation

t~x(A*) - e(A)~.

To see that t is a closed map, note r(e(A)~ = A*.

(3) re = <?'.

We need to show that t<?(x) - {A: x E A"}. Note A E Te(x)<=> e(x) E

e(A)~<*x EA~.   □

1.20 Corollary. Let X be a fixed Tx-space. The map Ext is a bijection from

the set of cluster-generated compatible Lodato nearnesses to the set of (equiva-

lence classes of) principal Tx-extensions of X. The maps Ext and Tr are inverses

on these two sets.

Proof. Theorems 1.18 and 1.19.   □

Next we will show that this correspondence extends to contigual nearnesses

and r^compactifications. To proceed, we will define a contigual nearness

and show its relation to other nearnesses.

1.21 Definition. A nearness v is contigual iff for & c $(X) we have

& E v whenever each finite subset of tí is in v.

1.22 Proposition. Let v be a nearness on a set X.

Let

av = (c? c ty(X): every finite subset of & is inv).

Then av is a nearness which determines the same closure operator as v.

Moreover, av is the smallest contigual nearness larger than v.

Proof. (1) av is a nearness which contains v.

Clearly v c av and (Nl), (N2), and (N4) hold.

Suppose & V ® E av and & E av. Let ¿Ep be a finite space of & such that

Cío g v. We claim % E av. Let f be any finite subset of ©. Then éEn V ^ is

a finite subset of tí V © and hence S^\f ^ E v. Since c-Eq E v, we have

ÍF E v. Therefore © E av.

(2) v and av determine the same closure operator.

Note for x E X and A c X we have

{{x}M} £ v**{{x),A} E av.

(3) av is contigual, since every finite family 3F which is in av is also in v.

(4) If v, is a contigual nearness containing v then v, contains av.

If â E av then every finite subset of & is in v and hence in v,; conse-

quently & E vx.   □

1.23 Lemma. Every contigual nearness is cluster-generated.

Proof. If v is contigual then each nonempty chain in v has its union in v.

Using Zorn's lemma then it is easy to prove that v is cluster-generated.   □
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The next two results are due to Herrlich [5].

1.24 Theorem. If v is a contigual Lodato nearness on a Tx-space X then k, is

compact.

Proof. Let 6 be any family of closed subsets of X. Suppose & = [C:

C G 6} has the f.i.p. To show Kr is compact it is sufficient to show & has

nonempty intersection.

We claim that every finite subset of S is in v. For if a G C' n • • • nC„'

then [Cx,..., Cn) c a and hence {C,,..., C„) E v.

Since v is contigual, G E v. But v is cluster-generated (Lemma 1.23) and so

we can choose a v-cluster p such that ß c p. Clearly then p G f| ß".   □

1.25 Theorem. If k = (e, Y) is a Tx-compactification of a space X then vK is

contigual.

Proof. Let & E avK. Then e(£E)~ has the f.i.p. Since Y is compact, e(&)~

has nonempty intersection. By construction, & E vK.   □

1.26 Corollary. Let X be a fixed Tx-space. The map Ext is a bijection from

the set of contigual compatible Lodato nearnesses to the set of (equivalence

classes of) principal Tx-compactifications of X. The maps Ext and Tr are inverse

maps on these two sets.

Proof. From Theorems 1.17 and 1.24 it follows that Ext maps contigual

Lodato nearnesses compatible with X to principal jT.-compactifications of X.

Similarly by Theorems 1.14 and 1.25 we have that Tr maps principal r,-com-

pactifications to contigual Lodato nearnesses on X. But Ext and Tr

are inverses on these two sets, by Theorems 1.18 and 1.19 and Lemma 1.23.

D

2. Proximities and extensions. Each proximity it carries with it a whole

band of nearnesses. However there is always a largest one, vG(ir), which is

always contigual and is Lodato if it is Lodato. If it is an isF-proximity then

Ext(vG(?r)) is the r2-compactification corresponding to it. Moreover if m is

Lodato then Exu>c(ir)) is the compactification obtained by Gagrat and

Naimpally [3]. These compactifications are characterized by the property that

the dual of each clan converges. Using results of the previous section then we

obtain a 1-1 correspondence between the Lodato proximities on a T^-space

and its clan-complete principal r,-compactifications.

2.1 Definition. A proximity on a set A!" is a family n of subsets of 9(X)

such that
(P0) If éE E it then & has at most two members;

(Pl)AnB¥:0=>{{A,B)Eiry,
(P2) For fixed A c X the set ir(A) = {B: [A, B) G m) is a grill.
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A proximity w is Lodato iff for 6E c ^(X) we have & E ir whenever

cwâ E ir.

2.2 Remark. Lodato proximities defined as above correspond to the usual

definition as follows:

A S Biff {A, B) Etr.

For a proof, see Thron [9].

2.3 Theorem. Let v be a nearness on a set X and let irr be the set of all

members of v which have at most two members. Then it, is a proximity on X

with the same closure operator as v. If v is Lodato then ir„ is Lodato.

Proof. See Gagrat and Thron [4].   □

2.4 Definition. A proximity ir on a set X is compatible with a nearness v iff

irr - Tr. It is compatible with a topology 5" on X iff c„ is the closure operator

determined by 9".

2.5. Proposition. Let v be a cluster-generated Lodato nearness on a Tx-space

X. Then

{A,B)E yr, iffer(A)~ n e,(B)~ * 0.

Proof. Let {A, B) E it,. Then {A, B) E v and there is a v-cluster o such

thaM, B E o. By Lemma 1.16, a E er(A)~ n er(B)~.

Conversely, if o E e,(A)~ n e,(B)~ then by Lemma 1.16 we have A, B E

o. Since a E v we have {A, B) E it,.   □

2.6 Definition. Let m be a proximity on a set X.

(a) A ir-clan is a grill o with the property that if A, B E o then {A, B) E

it.

(b) A it-bunch is a ir-clan o such that cvA E o=>A E o.

2.7 Theorem. Let it be a proximity on a set X. Let

vciv) " {# C ^(X): # is contained in a ir-clan).

Then vG(if) is the largest nearness compatible with it. Moreover, vG(it) is

contigual. Finally, vG(ir) is Lodato if it is Lodato.

Proof. Let vG(ir) be denoted by vc.

(1) vG is a nearness.

Let & c ^(X) and suppose n & ¥= 0.

Let x E fi &. Let x = (5 c X: x E S). Then x is a ir-clan containing &.

Suppose 6E E vG and & < ©. Let o be a ir-clan such that S, c o. Then

©Co and so © E vc.

If & V © Co, where a is a ir-clan, and if <£ £ o then ©Co. Hence (N3)

holds. It is clear that (N4) holds.

(2) vG is compatible with it.

Clearly if {A, B) E vG then {A, B) E it. The converse was actually proved
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by Thron [10]. However, the proof is short and will be given here.

Let {A, B) E it. Then B E it(A), which is a grill. Let % be an ultrafilter

such that B E % c ir(A). Now ir(%) is also a grill.

(»(%)- [D cX: (D,U) Girfori/G%}.)

Since A G ff(%) we can choose an ultrafilter T such that A E°V c ir(%).

Then % u 'V is a w-clan containing {.4, 5}.

(3) vc is the largest nearness compatible with it.

Let v be any nearness compatible with it. It is easy to see that av is also

compatible with ir. (See Proposition 1.22 for a definition of av.) Now, av is

contigual, and hence cluster-generated. (See Lemma 1.23.) But every grill in

av is a w-clan, and so we have v c av c vG.

(4) vc is contigual.

Note avG is compatible with it. Thus by (3) we have avG c vc.

(5) If it is Lodato then vG is Lodato.

Let A~ = c„(^) = c,o(y4). Suppose & c ^(A") and fi'co where o is a

i7-clan. We wish to show â is contained in some w-clan. Let

bo** [A cX:A~ Eo).

Then bo is a grill containing &. Since w is Lodato, bo is a w-clan.   n

2.8 Remark and Definition. If w is a Lodato proximity compatible with a

7,-space X then Ext(vc(îr)) is a 7,-compactification of X (Corollary 1.26).

The next theorem verifies that this is the construction of Gagrat and

Naimpally [3, Theorem 3.13]. For this reason we define a GN-compactification

to be any compactification which is equivalent to some Ext(vc(w)), where it is

a compatible Lodato proximity. We will denote Ext(vc(w)) by kg(it), or kg.

The following theorem establishes that kg is indeed Gagrat-Naimpally

construction.

2.9 Theorem. Let it be a Lodato proximity compatible with a Tx-space X.

(1) TAe set of vGiir)-clusters is the set of maximal ir-bunches.

(2) The set of maximal ir-bunches is the set of maximal ir-clans.

(3) For u E Yyg, we have w" = fl {a: D w C o}.

Proof. (1) The set of vc-clusters is the set of maximal ir-clans.

Since vG is cluster-generated, the vG-clusters are the maximal vc-clans

(Proposition 1.7). But the vc-clans are just the 7r-clans. Thus vc-clusters are

maximal ir-clans, conversely.

(2) Every maximal w-clan is a maximal w-bunch. This follows from the fact

it is Lodato. The proof is nearly identical with that of Proposition 1.6.

(3) Every maximal w-bunch is a maximal w-clan. Let a be a maximal

ir-bunch. By a Zorn's lemma argument, o is contained in a maximal v-clan p.

By (2), p is a w-bunch, and hence p = a. Thus a is a maximal ir-clan.
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(4) For w c Yfg we have u~ = {o: n w C o}. Let vG be denoted by v. By

Lemma 1.16, the closed sets of Y, are generated by {A': A c X). Let

o Ea~ and A E D «. Then wc^' and hence «~ c A". Thus .«4 E o, and

n«c o.
Conversely, suppose flu C o. To show o E u~ it is sufficient to show

a EA' whenever ucA'. If v c A' then A E (~)u c o. Thus o E ^' as

desired.   Q
2.10 Definition. Let ir be a proximity on a set X and let & c ^Af). Let

A,B cX.
(&)A <wBi!t{A,X\B)gir;

(b) rJS. - {S: 3^4 E fi such thaM <„ S};
(c) c&« {S:X\S Z &).

We called the dual of fi.
2. II Remark. If o is a grill then co is a filter and if 5" is a filter, cïï is a

grill. Moreover, for any & c <$(X), cc& - &. Finally, if & C © then
c© c ccî. For proofs see Thron [9].

In general if ci is closed under supersets then /■„(£ c tí. If f is a filter than

rw9 is also a filter. However if o is a grill then r9o need not be a filter or a

grill.

2.12 Lemma. Let v be a Lodato nearness compatible with a Tx-space X, and

let o be a v-cluster. Then

co - e-x(%0).

Proof. Let A E co. Then Y \ (X \ A)" is an open neighborhood Gg of o.
Bute-x(Ga)cA.

Conversely, suppose A d e~x(Ua) for some open neighborhood U, of a.

Since o 0 y \ í/0 there is a closed set K in X such that o E K" and

y \ ¿V0 c K'. Then ,4 d * \ K Eco.   U

2.13 Lemma. Let ir be a Lodato proximity on a set X, and let o be a grill on

X. Then o is a maximal ir-clan iffco is the filter generated by rwo.

Proof. (1) Assume o is a maximal ir-clan. Note first that since o is a ir-clan

we have rvo c co. Since co is a filter, this says the filter generated by rwo is

contained in co. Now suppose A is not in the filter generated by rwo. We wish

to show A E co. Note that rfau {X \A) has the f.i.p. Let % be an

ultrafilter containing rvo u {X \ A). We claim that o u % is a ir-clan.

Note o u % is a grill, since it is a union of ultrafilters. Clearly o and % are
separately ir-compatible. Let S £ o and U E % and suppose {S,U)Zir.

Then S <„ X \ U. Hence X \ U E r,o c %, which violates U E <&. There-
fore {S, U) E it as desired.
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Since a is a maximal v-clan, we have % c a. Hence X \ A E o, and

A G co.

(2) Conversely, assume co is generated by rvo. Since r9o c co we have that

o is a ir-clan. To show that a is a maximal v-clan it is sufficient to show that

for every ultrafilter °IL, if o u % is a v-clan then <?l c o.

Assume o u % is a v-clan. Suppose A G o. Then X\Ac¿co, which is

generated by r„a. Let Sx,..., S„ E o such that S, <* T¡ and r\¡T¡cX\A.
Since a u 4 is a v-clan, A" \ T- G % for all i. Hence each Tj is in %, and

A"\y4 G%. Thus ,4 Go=>¿ G %, and % co.   Q

2.14 Theorem. Let it be a Lodato proximity compatible with a Tx-space X.

Then ir is an EF-proximity iff kc(v) is Hausdorff.

Proof. i=>) Assume v is an ¿^-proximity.

(1) The dual of a maximal v-clan is a maximal round filter.

Let o be a maximal v-clan. Then by Lemma 2.13, co is generated by rTo.

Let A E co. We wish to find B E co such that B <„ A. Choose Sx,..., S„

E o such that S¡ <» T¡ and C[tT,(zA. Since v is an £F-proximity, we can

choose U, such that S¡ <» U¡ <„ T¡. Then U = C)¡U¡ E co and U <, A.
To see that co is maximal round, suppose A <VB with 5 G co. We need

*\,4 G ca. Now X\ B E o and A <VB=>A & o=>X\A Eco.

(2) kc(v) is Hausdorff.

Let oi, o2 be vc-clusters with a, ^ o2. They are maximal v-clans, by

Theorem 2.9. So each co¡ is a maximal round filter. Now cox =£ co2. Let

A E cox\ co2. Choose B E cox such that B <WA. Then X \ B E co2. Let e

denote e,c. Then co¡ ** e~xi?R,c), by Lemma 2.12. Choose G¡, open sets in Y,c,

such that o, G G¡ and <?"'((7,) C B and «-"'(Gj) c^\B. Then Gx n G2 =

0. For if a G G, n G2 then both 5 and A" \ B are in e~\%0).

(<=) Now assume kc(v) is Hausdorff. To show v is an £F-proximity it is

sufficient to show that <„ is dense.

Suppose A <*B. Then by Proposition 2.5, we have eGiA)~ n eGlX \ B)~

** 0. Since every compact T2-space is normal, we can choose disjoint open

sets U and V such that eGiA)~ c U and eGiX \ B)~ c V. Again from

Proposition 2.5 we have A <„ eG\U) and X \ B <, ^'(lO- Thus A <»

Next we wish to obtain a characterization of the GA/-compactifications.

These turn out to be the principal r,-extensions for which the dual of every

v*-clan converges. Here it* is the largest ¿O-proximity compatible with the

topology, i.e., [A, B) E it* iff A~ n B~ ¥>0.
2.15 Definition. A clan on a Tx-space A" is a grill o with the property that

for A, B G a we have A~ n B~ =£ 0. A bunch is a clan p such that A E p

whenever A ~ E p.
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2.16 Remark. Let X be a r,-space and let ir* be the Lodato proximity

defined by

{A,B)Eir*   iff/l" n5~ 7*0.

Then ir* is the largest Lodato proximity compatible with the topology on X.

A clan on X is the same as a ir*-clan.

2.17 Lemma. Let k — (e, Y) be a Tx-extension of a space X. Let ir be the

proximity on X induced by vK. Then vK = vG(ir) iff for every clan o on Y, if

eX E co then co converges.

Proof. («=) Assume that if o is a clan and eX E co then co converges.

Note vK c »»c (w) since vc(i7) is the largest nearness compatible with ir (Theo-

rem 2.7).

Now suppose o is a ir-clan. We wish to show o E v.. Note first that

ceo = eco. Thus ceo is a filter, and eo is a grill. Since o is a ir-clan, clearly eo

is a clan. Moreover, eX £ eco = ceo. Thus by the assumption, ceo-*y for

somey E Y. We claim that o c r(y) E vK.

Let S £ o. Then e(S) £ eo and so Y \ e(S)~ E ceo. Since ceo -»y, this

saysy E e(S)~; i.e. S £ r(y).

(=>) Now suppose vK = vc(i7). Let o be a clan on Y such that eX E co. We

need to show co converges. We will show that e~xo is a ir-clan. Since eX E co

we have that SEo=>Sn<?ArEo. Thus A Ge"1««* e (A) E o and A E

e~lco iff e(A) E co. From this it follows that ce~xo = e~xco. Now eX E co

=> e ~ xco is a proper filter. Thus e ~ xa is a nonempty grill.

If A, B £ *?-10 then e(A) and e(5) are in 0; but o is a clan, so e(A)~ n

e(5)~ =^ 0. Thus {.4, 2?} £ v,,, and e~xo is a 77-clan.

Now vG(i7) = vK => e~xo E vK. Let y E C] e(e~xo)~. Since eX £ co, ee~lo

= o. Thus y E fi o". It is easy to check that co-*y.   Q

2.18 Lemma. Let k = (e, Y) be a principal Tx-extension of a space X. The

following conditions are equivalent:

(1) the dual of every clan converges;

(2) if o is a clan nod eX E co then co converges.

Proof. Clearly (1)=>(2). Suppose (2) holds. Let o be a clan. Then bo =

{A: A~ E 0} is à bunch, and cbo is an open filter. Let 9" be the filter

generated by cbo u {eX).

(1) 5" converges.

Note that cS is a grill. Moreover, since cbo cíwe have c^ cbo and so

cW is a clan. Since eX E cc<3 we have from (2) that f converges.

(2)If f-» y then ca-> y.

Suppose f -»y. We claim that since k is principal, we have that cbo ->y.

For let G be open such that y E G. Let U be open such that y E U* eG.
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(See Definition 1.12.) Then i/+ G SF and so we can choose T E cbo such

that T n eX c U+. Since cbo is open, 7" G cAa. We claim 7" C i/+ c G.

Let z G 7". Then r G 91, and e~\T) E e~xi%t). But e~\T) c e_,(t/)

and so z G U+.
Now since a c bo we have cAo c ca. Since cAa -» y, clearly co -*y.   Q

2.19 Definition. A topological space is clan-complete iff the dual of every

clan converges.

2.20 Theorem. Let k** (<?, Y) be a principal Tx-extension of X. Then k is a

GN-compactification iff Y is clan-complete.

Proof. Let k be a principal r,-extension of X. Suppose ft is equivalent to

Ext(vc(v)) = kg, where v is a Lodato proximity compatible with X. Note that

k and kg induce the same nearness (Lemma 1.9). Since vG is cluster-generated,

we have that vG is the nearness induced by kg (Theorem 1.18). Thus vG = vK,

and also vK is compatible with v. Thus Lemma 2.17 applies, and every clan o

with eX E co has a convergent dual. Since k is principal, this is equivalent to

Y being clan-complete (Lemma 2.18).

Conversely, suppose Y is clan-complete. Let v be the proximity induced by

vK. Then by Lemma 2.17, vK = vG(ir). Since k is principal, k is equivalent to

Ext(vc(v)) (Theorem 1.19). Thus k is a GAZ-compactification of X.   □

2.21 Corollary. Let X be a fixed Tx-space. The map v-»kc(v) is a

bijection from the Lodato proximities compatible with X to the clan-complete

principal Tx-extensions of X.

Proof. If v is a Lodato proximity compatible with X then kc(v) is

clan-complete, by the preceding theorem. Suppose now that kc(v,) and kc(v2)

are equivalent. Then they induce the same nearness under Tr (Lemma 1.9).

Since vGiir¡) is cluster-generated, it must be the nearness induced by KGiir¡)

(Theorem 1.18). Thus vGiirx) = vGiirJ, and hence v, = v2.

Finally, if k is a clan-complete principal r,-extension of X, then by the

preceding theorem, k is equivalent to kc(v) for some Lodato proximity v

compatible with X.   □
The final result is a form of the correspondence obtained by Smirnov [7]

between FF-proximities and r2-compactifications.

2.22 Corollary. Let X be a fixed completely regular T2-space. Then the

map v-»kc(v) is a bijection from the compatible EF-proximities to the

T2-compactifications ofX.

Proof. Theorem 2.14 and Corollary 2.21.   □
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